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1   MR. PACE:  We'll call the meeting to

2   order.  Please join me in standing for the

3   Pledge of Allegiance.

4   - - -

5   (Whereupon, the Pledge of Allegiance was recited.)

6   - - -

7   MR. PACE:  I will introduce myself as

8   Trustee Richard Pace.  To my left is Trustee

9   John Ginley, and to his left, Trustee Teri

10   Berry.  To our right is our fiscal officer

11   Donald Baker.

12   This special meeting is for the purpose

13   of considering the application number 110051,

14   a preliminary planned development application

15   from Tom O'Neil representing Menards, Inc., a

16   Wisconsin Corporation for the Market at

17   Medina Line Road, northwest corner of State

18   Route 18 and Medina Line Road east of

19   Pinnacle Sports.

20   Do we have any recusals from

21   participating and voting in tonight's

22   meeting?

23   MS. BERRY:  Yes.  I would like to

24   recuse myself.  Consistent with my previous

25   statement and pursuant to applicable Ohio
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1   law, I'm recusing myself from any discussions

2   or decision regarding the application.

3   MR. PACE:  Thank you.  I'll quickly

4   review the agenda.  We will begin with a

5   response to recent articles and editorials;

6   there will be a reading of the motion

7   approved by the Zoning Commission to the

8   Trustees; an opening statement; there will be

9   a public comment review by CT Consultants;

10   there'll be applicant's comments; CT

11   Consultants will review the plans and changes

12   that the Trustees have recommended after the

13   Zoning Commission's motion; there will be

14   additional comments from the zoning

15   inspector; a discussion of the draft motion

16   between the Trustees and CT Consultants;

17   deliberations of the Board; and potential

18   Trustee actions.

19   So I would like to begin then with some

20   comments regarding recent articles and

21   editorials.  I would like to respond to some

22   of the recent articles and editorials

23   commenting on this afternoon's meeting on the

24   Mendards development application for

25   preliminary PDD approval.  Some of the recent
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1   questions or some in the articles questioned

2   why the Board has reversed its decision to

3   not hold this meeting until after the ban on

4   mass gatherings has been lifted.

5   This is the meeting that was originally

6   scheduled for March the 12th, 2020, which was

7   the same day the Governor put in place a ban

8   on mass gatherings.  Therefore, we had no

9   choice but to cancel that evening's meeting.

10   We then decided that the meeting would

11   wait until the Governor's ban was lifted.

12   Our decision, at that time, was based on the

13   conventional thinking that the virus, like

14   the flu, would recede as the weather turned

15   warmer and we moved into the summer months.

16   This was not an uncommon thought since toward

17   the end of May, Ohio began to see many

18   reopenings.  However, as we moved into the

19   middle of summer, the virus didn't recede but

20   instead began to spread.

21   New efforts were then underway to

22   determine hot spots in the state and then to

23   move to a mandatory mask policy in public

24   places.

25   This virus is unprecedented in our
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1   lifetime and has changed the way we work,

2   play, learn, and even worship.  Who would

3   have thought major league basketball would

4   begin its first game toward the end of July

5   with no fans in the stadium?  To think that

6   local government would not be affected and

7   therefore have to adapt is surprising.

8   Our decision to postpone the meeting

9   until the ban on mass gatherings was lifted

10   was first made in March and then reiterated

11   as it appeared the virus would recede.

12   It was then we realized, as did many

13   others, that the virus was not receding and

14   so we began the process of considering how we

15   could attend to the essential business of the

16   Township by virtual meetings.

17   The Ohio legislature enacted House Bill

18   197 to allow government entities to carry out

19   their public meetings via a virtual meeting.

20   This emergency legislation is in effect until

21   December 31; however, it would not be

22   surprising to see that date extended should

23   the virus continue.

24   This is the authority that the Township

25   has been given to conduct its business and we
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1   must be adept enough to use it.  Many other

2   townships throughout our state and our county

3   are utilizing the legislation.

4   The second comment I've seen in

5   articles and editorials is that Granger

6   Township is stifling the voice of those who

7   want to comment on the meeting.  It is said

8   that we have done this by not posting the

9   announcement in a timely manner to our

10   website and by limiting the opportunity to

11   comment.

12   To be clear, our process included

13   making the decision to move forward with the

14   meeting on July 30th, then conducting

15   technical tests for virtual meetings,

16   receiving information to go on to the website

17   and into press releases, preparing and

18   reviewing press releases for local

19   newspapers, and sending it to our IT

20   consultant for posting to our website.

21   Each of these important steps were

22   essential to the process.  Press releases

23   were sent to the papers and our website was

24   updated on August the 11th.  Furthermore,

25   Trustees made two phone calls that same day
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1   to members of a group opposed to the project

2   as we knew it would be of great interest to

3   them.

4   Something we did must have worked

5   because we had more individuals, residents

6   and nonresidents, share their thoughts

7   through the comment period than we did in any

8   single meeting held by the Zoning Commission

9   on this subject.

10   Our press releases went out to the Post

11   newspaper, Medina Weekly News, Medina

12   Gazette, Akron Beacon Journal, and the West

13   Side Leader.  Interestingly, the results of

14   the comments received by email and mail seem

15   to be closely split between those opposing

16   and those for the development.  I believe

17   this process has proven very effective in

18   giving all sides an opportunity to comment as

19   they see fit.

20   As Chair of the Board of Trustees, I,

21   therefore, reject any accusations to

22   insinuate that there was an attempt to limit

23   either public comment or delay the

24   announcement of this meeting.  The evidence

25   proves otherwise.
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1   At this time, we'll have the reading of

2   the motion that was approved by the Zoning

3   Commission and forwarded to the Trustees.

4   Mr. Davis, please?

5   MR. BAKER:  Before Mr. Davis starts,

6   this will be made Exhibit A for the minutes.

7   MR. DAVIS:  This is the motion approved

8   by the Zoning Commission on January 14, 2020,

9   and subsequently forwarded to the Trustees

10   for review, moved by Chair David Haber and

11   seconded by Mary Moehring to approve the

12   preliminary development plan which includes,

13   number one, the preliminary development plan

14   for "The market of Medina Line," six pages by

15   Cunningham & Associates, Incorporated, dated

16   January 9, 2020.

17   Number two.  The Landscape Concept

18   Plan, one page dated January 13, 2020.

19   Number three.  The prototypical

20   drawings "Landscape Berming," three pages

21   depicting the landscaping around the

22   perimeter dated January 13, 2020.

23   Number four.  Elevations for Menards

24   and the Warehouse, two pages dated January

25   10, 2020.
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1   And number five.  The Menards Traffic

2   Impact Study final report version six with

3   appendices by TEC Engineering, Incorporated,

4   dated December 2019.

5   Part A.  In considering the approval of

6   the PDP, the Zoning Commission has determined

7   that:  Item one, the revised access driveway

8   and traffic signal locations on Route 18 are

9   acceptable.

10   Item number two.  No access is to be

11   provided to or from the project of Medina

12   Line Road except for emergency access into

13   the site for emergency vehicles that may be

14   imposed by the Township either at the time of

15   the FDP approval or later when the need for

16   such emergency exits may be deemed necessary

17   and with such new access approved by the

18   Township as an amendment to this approved

19   PDP.

20   Item three.  The internal road

21   extension between Menards and the Pinnacle

22   Sports Complex west as supported by ODOT

23   shall be subject to an agreement between

24   Menards and Pinnacle that is submitted to and

25   accepted to the Township.  The applicant is
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1   currently working with Pinnacle to establish

2   the terms of such an agreement.

3   Number four.  The sublot as illustrated

4   may further be subdivided when each sublot

5   meets the minimum two acres, the minimum 175

6   feet of frontage, and the minimum landscape

7   coverage as specified on the PDP.  The

8   outdoor storage -- excuse me.

9   Item five.  The outdoor storage.  As

10   proposed for Menards, it is approved as a

11   similar use given:  The location of such

12   within the center of the development; the

13   topography of the site, particularly around

14   the northern portion of the building; and the

15   design and height of the screening while

16   being proposed.  Screening standards and

17   criteria for the other sublots are set forth

18   in part B of this motion.

19   Item six.  The height through the

20   entrance parapet at 39 feet, compared to the

21   maximum of 35 feet, is permitted pursuant to

22   zoning resolution section 203 D.1.a,

23   "Permitted height exceptions."  This

24   exception does not apply to other buildings

25   in the development without the express
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1   approval of the Township.

2   Item seven.  The design of Menards

3   building elevations and screening walls as

4   revised is acceptable, recognizing that the

5   building and free-standing signs and the

6   final landscaping plans are subject to the

7   final development plan FDP approval.

8   Item eight.  The amount of parking as

9   proposed for Menards is acceptable and a

10   reduction from the required parking granted

11   pursuant to the zoning resolution, section

12   307 D.G.5, given:  The nature of the store

13   with large racks, shelves, and displays

14   covering a significant portion of the floor

15   area; Menards' track record of parking needs

16   based on Menards' other stores; and the fact

17   that if reuse of the building is necessary in

18   the future, the large outdoor display/storage

19   area could be converted into 500 to 600

20   additional parking spaces that would satisfy

21   the parking demand for alternate uses.

22   Part B.  Open space and landscape

23   parameters for sublots:  Item one.  While the

24   overall project, as proposed, exceeds the

25   minimum percentage required for open space --
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1   52 percent proposed, 30 percent required --

2   the following additional open space

3   allocations shall apply to achieve more even

4   distribution consistent with the purpose and

5   intent of the plan development district:  The

6   open spaces for sublot one, Menards, will be

7   as depicted on the PDP stated at 25 percent

8   and not including any portion of the adjacent

9   block A; the minimum open space for sublot 3

10   will be 20 percent; and the minimum open

11   space for all other sublots, sublots 2 and 4

12   through 13, or portions thereof, shall be 25

13   percent.  When an FDP is considered on sublot

14   two, or portion thereof, the minimum open

15   space approved may be reduced to no less than

16   20 percent provided that such reduction is

17   offset by an increase in the required minimum

18   open space on sublots 12 and 13, or portions

19   thereof, up to a maximum of 30 percent.  For

20   example, in the event of sublot 2 open space

21   is 24 percent, the sublot 12 and 13 open

22   spaces shall be increased to 26 percent.  In

23   the event the sublot 2 open space is reduced

24   to the minimum 20 percent, sublots 12 and 13

25   shall require a minimum open space of 30
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1   percent.

2   Item two.  Menards, at the start of

3   phase one, will create the mound along 18 and

4   plant the landscaping consistent with the

5   exhibit,

6   Landscaping Berming, as part of the PDP.

7   Item three.  Satisfying the open space

8   requirements, over and above the perimeter

9   open space set forth in the PDP, shall be the

10   responsibility of the applicant for each

11   sublot, or a portion thereof, at the time of

12   Final Development Plan, FDP, is approved.

13   Item four.  The applicant receiving FDP

14   approval is also responsible for installing

15   perimeter landscaping approved as part of the

16   FDP which is consistent with the parameters

17   in exhibit "Landscape Berming as part of FDP"

18   for Route 18 and Medina Line Road.

19   Part C.  Use and building design

20   restrictions.  Item one.  For sublots 11 and

21   12, the following restrictions shall apply:

22   Prohibited uses.  Overhead uses which

23   include, but are not limited to, hotels,

24   hospitals, clinics with overnight services,

25   which are permitted by the zoning definition;
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1   gas stations and other automotive services;

2   and any other use operating between 11:00

3   p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

4   Outdoor displays would be permitted

5   only when the display is located within the

6   building envelope for principal uses; does

7   not exceed ten percent of the building floor

8   area; is in front of the building which is

9   the opposite side from Medina Line Road; 

10   and/or if such display is placed on the side

11   of the building, it shall not be closer than

12   200 feet from Medina Line Road and it shall

13   be screened for Medina Line Road with a wall

14   and a ten-foot wide landscape area adjacent

15   to the display area.  The wall and

16   landscaping shall be approved by the Township

17   with an FDP.

18   Light industrial is permitted when all

19   principal accessory uses are conducted

20   entirely within the building with the

21   exception that:  Vehicles used in the

22   operation shall be parked overnight in

23   locations within the building envelope and

24   with appropriate landscape/screening approved

25   with the FDP; outdoor displays are permitted
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1   that satisfy the requirements in B above;

2   accessory rubbage areas shall not be larger

3   than five percent of the building size; and

4   buildings will have finished materials on all

5   four sides similar to the requirements for

6   commercial buildings.

7   D.  No waste collection, loading docks,

8   or loading spaces shall be closer than 250

9   feet from Medina Line Road.

10   And no waste collections shall occur

11   between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

12   Item two.  Use perimeters for sublots 3

13   to 10 and 13:  All outdoor displays and

14   dumpster areas shall not exceed ten percent

15   of the building floor area and shall be

16   confined to locations in compliance with the

17   required building setbacks.  Screening walls

18   and landscaping shall be approved with the

19   FDP for each lot.

20   Item three.  Use perimeters for sublots

21   two.  All outdoor displays and dumpster areas

22   shall not exceed 20 percent for the building

23   floor area and shall be confined to the

24   locations in compliance with the required

25   building setbacks.  Screening walls and
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1   landscaping shall be approved with the FDP

2   for each lot.

3   Item four.  Building design criteria

4   for all sublots or portions thereof:

5   Buildings are not required to be consistent

6   with Menards.  However, all four walls of the

7   building shall have with the same/similar

8   finished materials, such as brick, wood,

9   siding, glass, and concrete, with long walls

10   broken up to the extent practical with

11   indentations, windows, columns, or other

12   design features generally consistent with the

13   Building Design Guidelines in section 307J of

14   the zoning resolution.  The intention is to

15   achieve consistent and compatible design

16   among the buildings.

17   Item five.  Dumpster and waste areas

18   shall be fully enclosed; shall be located

19   within the building setbacks unless waived by

20   the Township based on unique building and

21   site planning considerations that are

22   acceptable; shall have solid screening with

23   finished materials that are the same or

24   compatible with the building; and shall have

25   supplemental landscaping to screen the
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1   dumpster areas.

2   Part D.  General conditions of PDP

3   approval.  Prior to FDP approval for phase

4   one Menards, Menards shall provide to the

5   Township with, or prior to submitting the FDP

6   application:  Development of Covenants and

7   Restrictions for the maintenance of common

8   areas -- such as streets, open space which

9   shall be approved by the Township.

10   A clear understanding of phase one

11   construction.

12   Item three.  A comprehensive sign plan

13   for Menards which has been submitted but not

14   fully reviewed and establishing the general

15   sign perimeters, building, and wall signs for

16   the sublots.

17   The applicant has the continuing

18   responsibility to inform all subsequent

19   applicants submitting for FDP approval on the

20   sublots, or portions thereof, the terms and

21   conditions established for the entire plan

22   development.  The Township has no obligation

23   to formally consider such an application

24   unless and until the Township has received

25   documentation that the applicant for FDP
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1   consideration has a bonafide interest of

2   purchasing or leasing the property and the

3   applicant has been informed of the terms and

4   the conditions of this approval.

5   The approval of the PDP is further

6   subject to the applicant complying with all

7   applicable federal and state and county

8   regulations.  Should compliance with any such

9   regulations materially change the

10   site/development plan as approved herein in

11   any matter, material way, as determined by

12   the Township Zoning Inspector, the plan shall

13   be returned to the Township for reevaluation

14   as an amendment to the approved PDP, by the

15   Zoning Commission and Township Trustees.

16   The motion was approved five yes and

17   zero no.

18   MR. PACE:  Thank you, Mr. Davis.

19   I have an opening statement.  The

20   process to this point:  The proposed sale of

21   land involves 318 acres.  However, only 125

22   acres are within the PDD.  The remaining

23   acreage will remain as Residential 1, R1,

24   which calls for a two-acre minimum lot size

25   and minimum 175 feet of frontage.
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1   The applicant attended a preapplication

2   meeting before the Zoning Commission in which

3   they shared their vision of the project and

4   drawing.  This was an informal meeting for

5   the commission to determine how the project

6   fit into the regulations and to get an

7   initial understanding of the project.  It was

8   understood that the information provided

9   could still change and that any comments

10   offered by the Zoning Commission could not be

11   relied upon.

12   The applicant then made application

13   with the Township and submitted plans for a

14   preliminary plan review.  A series of

15   meetings were held by the Zoning Commission,

16   resulting in a unanimous recommendation to

17   approve the preliminary application with

18   conditions.

19   Throughout the process, the Zoning

20   Commission and the Trustees have had the

21   assistance of a professional planner, CT

22   Consultants.  CT works on behalf of the

23   Township and is paid from required applicant

24   deposits.

25   Because this is a large plan with
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1   complex features, such as an internal service

2   road, public improvements, and sublots, the

3   applicant also was required to submit to the

4   Medina County Planning Commission under its

5   major subdivision review.

6   The review included the following

7   agencies:  Medina Highway Engineers; Tax Map

8   Department; Sanitary Engineer; the Health

9   Department; Ohio Department of

10   Transportation; Medina Parks District; Medina

11   Soil and Water Conservation District; and the

12   Summit County Engineer.

13   The purpose is to ensure the review of

14   more complex issues that require professional

15   review from engineers who are familiar in

16   roads and traffic, stormwater runoff, water

17   quality of stream and rivers, sewer and water

18   capacity, and other areas.  In general, the

19   review ensures and protects the public

20   infrastructure through a planned and

21   coordinated review process.

22   After its review, Medina County

23   planning services staff recommended that

24   Medina County Planning Commission approve the

25   preliminary plan with modification.  It now
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1   comes to the Trustees, however, this is not

2   the final step.  The applicant, should they

3   be successful today, will still need to

4   submit a final development plan in which

5   final landscaping, lighting, signage, facade

6   treatment, and other factors will be reviewed

7   by both the Zoning Commission and the

8   Trustees.  The final development plan review

9   will apply to each sublot as they are

10   developed.  The applicant will also submit

11   its final development plan to the Medina

12   County Planning Commission's major

13   subdivision review process.

14   Proposed changes to the Zoning

15   Commission's approval:  The Trustees attended

16   all of the Zoning Commission meetings and at

17   times participated in the discussions.  Since

18   the Zoning Commission's recommendation was

19   received by the Trustees on January 27, we

20   have each independently had the opportunity

21   to discuss the recommendation with CT.  Those

22   discussions allowed each of us to express our

23   concerns and suggestions regarding the Zoning

24   Commission's recommendation.  As a result,

25   the applicant has agreed to make further
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1   changes to the plan.  Some of the highlights

2   include increasing the open space on

3   perimeter lots from 25 percent to 30 percent,

4   increasing the open space on sublot 2 from 20

5   percent to 25 percent, increasing mounding

6   along Route 18 and Medina Line Road and

7   increasing screening along Medina Line Road.

8   The history of the PDD Granger

9   Township:  The PDD overlay for this site was

10   approved in 2006, 14 years ago.  This is not

11   new zoning, nor is it a rezoning.

12   After the failure of road levies in the

13   early 2000s the Trustees surveyed residents

14   and were told to broaden the tax base and to

15   better utilize the Route 18 commercial

16   corridor.  Trustees discussed their finding

17   with the Zoning Commission and a planning

18   consultant was hired to determine how best to

19   develop State Route 18.

20   After a comprehensive review of the

21   zone, the consultant recommended revisions to

22   the C2 district and to implement planned

23   development districts.  The planned

24   development districts would have the ability

25   to attract larger developments, including
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1   commercial, office, and light industrial, for

2   a more stable and diverse tax base.

3   Furthermore, the PDD concept allows for more

4   flexibility for the Township to require

5   appropriate screening, open space, building

6   design, and efficient use of the commercial

7   area for the benefit of the Township as a

8   whole.

9   How would the Route 18 corridor would

10   develop without PDD?  Just east of us is the

11   area of Montrose through which Route 18

12   dissects.  On the north side of the road is

13   Bath Township and on the south side of the

14   road is Copley Township.  Throughout our

15   review of the applicant's PDD request, we

16   have heard many individuals concerned about

17   recreating the congestion that is in

18   Montrose.  A drive from the

19   Cleveland-Massillon Road intersection heading

20   west to the Holiday Inn is approximately

21   four-tenths of a mile.  The north side of the

22   road has 14 commercial curb cuts, most of

23   them with full ability to make turns into and

24   out of and also right or left.  The span of

25   the currently proposed PPD is approximately a
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1   half mile along Route 18.  Very similar in

2   length.  The roadway in each area is very

3   similar in that it is a five-lane state

4   highway encompassing a center turn lane.

5   However, with the PDD, we are able to bring

6   shoppers into the development utilizing only

7   two entry points.  One, a right in only, and

8   the other a full access signalized

9   intersection.  This is possible because the

10   PDD allows for and encourages the use of

11   internal service roads as opposed to multiple

12   curb cuts.  The result is that through

13   traffic flow is minimally impacted.  However,

14   without the PDD, there could be as many as 17

15   commercial curb cuts each with the ability to

16   turn in and out and right and left.  The

17   difference is very clear.  Furthermore,

18   without the PPD, the corner parcel at Route

19   18 and Medina Line Road would have its

20   commercial curb cut on Medina Line Road per

21   ODOT regulations as the Drug Mart does on the

22   south side of the intersection.  In addition,

23   the PDD has allowed the Township the ability

24   to work with the applicant to establish

25   approximately 50 percent open space within
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1   the PDD, also to establish a 50-foot front

2   yard as opposed to a 20-foot front yard in

3   our C2 and the ability to carry a coordinated

4   landscaping design throughout along the

5   perimeter of the development.

6   How many times have you driven through

7   an area of congestion and wondered why

8   somebody didn't plan it any better?  The PDD

9   is Granger's answer.  The question isn't if

10   Route 18 is going to develop.  It is instead

11   how we intend to best manage this

12   development.

13   At this time, we will have a review of

14   the public comments received in summary form

15   by CT Consultants, Kristin Hopkins.

16   MR. BAKER:  These will be made Exhibit

17   B of the minutes.

18   MS. HOPKINS:  My name, again, for the

19   record, is Kristin Hopkins.  I am the manager

20   of planning services with CT Consultants.

21   As Trustee Pace mentioned earlier, CT

22   Consultants is an advisor to the Township,

23   both to the Zoning Commission and to the

24   Trustees in regard to this particular

25   proposal, as well as to all proposals that
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1   are submitted according to or within the

2   planned development district along Route 18.

3   So as Trustee Pace mentioned, there

4   were a number of public comments that were

5   provided to the Township on the Township's

6   website through August 20th, and there were

7   about 50 people, separate individuals, who

8   submitted comments.  So what you're seeing on

9   the screen here are the gist of the comments.

10   So there were basically three larger topics

11   related to the support of the project with a

12   fourth of the list related to how the

13   property's already zoned.  And then in regard

14   to the opposition to the project, there were

15   four larger specific issues, and then five;

16   they're under other reasons, some

17   miscellaneous reasons.

18   So I have a slide for each one of these

19   to discuss.  If you could go to the next page

20   on that.

21   So looking at the comments that were

22   made in support of the project, I would like

23   to note that many of these are also the

24   justifications for and the reasons why the

25   Township rezoned the property to the plan
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1   development district in the first place.

2   So the first one related to the

3   increase and the tax revenue for the

4   jurisdictions that receive property taxes,

5   which are the Township, the schools, and

6   other government agencies like the

7   Metroparks.  Yes.  It's a fact that

8   commercial development has on a per acre

9   basis a higher value than both residential

10   property value and agricultural value.

11   Also the benefit of commercial

12   development is that they pay a large

13   proportion, just like residents do, but a

14   large proportion of the property taxes go to

15   the school district.  And as we know,

16   commercial development doesn't generate

17   school kids.  So in a way, the commercial

18   development subsidizes the schools.

19   The second item is bringing jobs to the

20   Township.  Yes.  Those will bring jobs to the

21   Township.

22   The third, the convenience, of this

23   being in a convenient shopping location, and

24   I would point out that, yes, it's convenient

25   and it's already a commercial corner in a
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1   sense that across the street in Sharon

2   Township there is a commercial development

3   already there.

4   And then the other reasons the property

5   is already commercially zoned and there are

6   property rights that are granted or that go

7   along with the fact that the property is

8   already zoned this way.

9   So I have a couple of things, items to

10   point out related to the planned development

11   district to reiterate -- on the next page --

12   what Trustee Pace has already said.

13   The first of what I would like to point

14   out is the fact that a planned development

15   district is authorized by the Ohio Revised

16   Code and there are various ways townships can

17   adopt a plan, what the Ohio Revised Code

18   calls Planned Unit Developments, PUDs, which

19   gives the townships the ability to call them,

20   what works for them from a planned

21   development standpoint.  But what is key to

22   the way Granger Township has adopted their

23   planned development district is it's

24   according to item C, one of the ways that

25   townships can adopt planned development
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1   regulations.  And what that is at the time

2   that the Township reviewed and updated the

3   zoning resolution in 2006, they adopted some

4   very specific district requirements.  So

5   there is a list of standards and there are

6   also a list of review criteria and

7   qualitative criteria that if a property owner

8   chooses to develop according to the planned

9   development district, there already are very

10   definitive requirements that must be met.

11   And so it is not a -- as we'll point out,

12   it's not a re-zoning.  This is more an

13   administrative review to review the proposed

14   development according to the development plan

15   that's been submitted.

16   And then also I would like to point out

17   the amount of area along Route 18 that

18   already is zoned commercial and also has had

19   the planned development district overlay

20   applied to it back when the map was amended

21   in 2006.

22   All right.  And then on the next slide,

23   go to -- well, to provide a response to the

24   comments that were made in opposition to the

25   project.  And, again, I would like to point
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1   out that it's already a done deal about the

2   amount of land that's been rezoned that's in

3   the planned development district.  And to

4   some extent, some of the questions are not

5   relevant.  So one of them is related to,

6   number one, some people do not like or think

7   the Township needs big box stores.  I would

8   like to point out that even under the C2

9   zoning, it's possible that land in that

10   district could be developed with a, quote,

11   big box store.  And this is -- because the

12   district right now along Route 18 is about

13   850, 870 feet.  And in looking at where the

14   Walmart is located down the street, that

15   development is within 600 feet of the street.

16   So it is possible that someone could --

17   Menards could have chosen to do something, a

18   big box, even within the C2 district.

19   Number two, that it leads to traffic

20   congestion.  As it was already pointed out,

21   there are access management rules that govern

22   the development of such a large site.  And so

23   instead of there being 17 curb cuts that

24   would be allowed under the half-mile length

25   of frontage, this development is providing
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1   two access points.  And we know, according to

2   ODOT's rules and regulations, the way that

3   the access is being managed is really key to

4   how well traffic flows and how well it seeks

5   to reduce traffic congestion.

6   The third item is some people were

7   against commercial curb cuts on Medina Line

8   Road, and I would say that the Township also

9   is against commercial curb cuts along Medina

10   Line Road.  And because of this, then,

11   Menards was able to get a variance from ODOT

12   that allows them to have their access onto

13   Route 18 instead of being required by ODOT's

14   current regulations that would have required

15   access onto Medina Line Road.  So they were

16   successful in getting a variance in order to

17   eliminate any curb cuts.  And the restriction

18   against curb cuts is in the Zoning

19   Commission's motion from January and it's

20   also being considered and included in a draft

21   motion for the Trustees.

22   Number four, concerns about stormwater

23   runoff and water quality issues.  So this is

24   one of the aspects of development that is

25   governed by the county, by Medina County and
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1   the Medina County Engineer.  And so

2   stormwater issues and the requirements for

3   stormwater management have been -- the

4   preliminary plan has been reviewed by Medina

5   County and -- the preliminary plans have been

6   approved by the county.  And in the county

7   engineer's response, he noted that all the

8   surface water is diverted from Medina Line

9   Road and that the actual construction of the

10   development is still contingent on the county

11   engineer's approval of the final development

12   plan.

13   And then under the other reasons, loss

14   of property value, loss of open space and

15   habitate, an increase in crime, light, and

16   noise, I have a few points to make.  First of

17   all, in terms of loss of property value, this

18   is one of those situations where it's not

19   whether or not there's a loss in property

20   value related to commercial development

21   versus agricultural land, leaving it the way

22   it is.  We have to look at this project in

23   relation to what other uses are permitted in

24   the planned development district and there is

25   no indication in the proposal from Menards
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1   that there would be a different impact on

2   property values with the Menards project as

3   opposed to others that are permitted in the

4   planned development.

5   In terms of loss of open space and

6   habitate, again, it's important to compare

7   what Menards is proposing to what could be

8   permitted in the planned development

9   district.  This is where the Township has,

10   through their negotiations, been able to have

11   a revised proposal that preserves a large

12   contiguous area of open space, which is an

13   amount beyond what is required.

14   And then the last point to make is the

15   increased landscaping is provided in regard

16   to -- which will help mitigate noise and

17   lighting concerns, but also it's important to

18   point out, that, again, in the planned

19   development district rules and regulations

20   there are specific regulations related to

21   lighting and noise, and that would be

22   specifically reviewed in the final

23   development plan.  So there are more

24   assurances along in the future in terms of

25   making sure this project has the least impact
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1   on the adjacent property.  Thank you.

2   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

3   We'll move to the applicant comments.

4   Mr. O'Neil, do you have any comments?

5   MR. O'NEIL:  I do.

6   I'm Tom O'Neil with Menards,

7   Incorporated, for the record.  The address is

8   5101 Menard Drive, Eau Claire, Wisconsin

9   54703.

10   I believe we, Menards, have been very

11   open and very transparent about our desire to

12   locate in Granger Township since the infancy

13   of this project.  The strong residential base

14   within the Township, the pride of home

15   ownership and community that is present

16   within the Township, and then the fact that

17   on the southern boundaries of the Township we

18   have this very significant commercial

19   corridor on State Route 18, all those seem to

20   be a perfect storm for a reason for a Menards

21   anchored commercial development within the

22   Township.  So we've been working with

23   property owners for several years now to

24   bring this to fruition.

25   And I believe over that time frame it's
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1   been a learning process for us and probably

2   for all of us, whether it's Menards, whether

3   it's the property owners, whether it's the

4   Township at the Zoning Commission level,

5   Trustee level, Residents, and I think over

6   time we've tried to manage that.  So in that

7   respect, I think that the Township was

8   correct to discourage us from trying to

9   proceed initially simply in accordance with

10   C2 regulations.

11   I also believe the Township was correct

12   to encourage us to try and incorporate both

13   the Hartman and the MCL Investments

14   properties into more of a comprehensively

15   planned overall development for the frontage

16   along State Route 18.  And so as a result by

17   incorporating those together, we were able to

18   proceed in accordance with planned

19   development regulations and it's allowed us

20   collectively to refine, after numerous

21   iterations of plans based on the feedback

22   we've received from the Township, whether it

23   be from the planning consultants, the Zoning

24   Commission, the Trustees, and, frankly, in

25   addition to that, the residents themselves.
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1   Whether opposed or in favor of the project, I

2   think a lot of that input has been received

3   and over time incorporated.

4   Now, if it's a question of some of that

5   feedback from time to time is, we don't want

6   you in the Township; I think that's

7   problematic, but what we try to do is when it

8   comes to specific issues, we try to

9   objectively address that and mitigate those

10   concerns to the extent possible.  And so over

11   time, I think the utilization of the PDD

12   process -- and there would be an approval

13   process which is part of that -- allows a

14   more comprehensive planning and development

15   process than if individual lots were to

16   develop in accordance with the CT regulations

17   by themselves in a vacuum.  I think that's

18   been addressed.  And I think we've seen a lot

19   of that in some of the other areas of

20   commercial development, whether that's back

21   to the east or frankly to the west in some of

22   the things that develop on the north side of

23   State Route 18 in that direction.

24   And so from the early onset of this

25   project to now, I think proceeding through
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1   the PDD planning process and receiving the

2   ongoing feedback that we have received has

3   resulted in a well-considered comprehensive

4   plan for the project.

5   Some of these things I'm going to hit

6   on have already been addressed, but I think I

7   want to demonstrate where we've been led to

8   over time and how we try to address those

9   concerns.  So at this point, we have an

10   approved ODOT traffic impact study that has

11   minimized the number of State Road 18 curb

12   cuts and also includes connectivity to

13   Pinnacle Sports, which will allow them to

14   have access to a full-turning movement

15   traffic signal within the development.  I

16   think that's important for us and for them as

17   well, so I think that's a positive.  That

18   cross access easement in order to do that is

19   now in place.

20   There is no access to Medina Line Road.

21   As indicated, ODOT wanted this and not only

22   wanted this, but per their regulations,

23   otherwise would require this, we had to get a

24   variance to get out of that requirement.  So

25   from a commercial standpoint, there is no
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1   proposed access to Medina Line Road.  But for

2   the PDD, has been indicated before, the

3   southeast corner of the property, would be

4   accessed via Medina Line Road similarly to

5   the Discount Drug Mart development at the

6   same intersection on the south side of State

7   Road 18.

8   Overall, the comprehensive screening

9   and buffering measures are significantly

10   enhanced beyond what they would have been had

11   the property developed in accordance with a

12   straight C2 zoning.  And that too has been an

13   ongoing process of developing different

14   iterations of plans based on the collective

15   feedback we received.

16   So we have a 36-plus-acre open space

17   area and a reasonable stormwater area

18   providing buffering to the west and to the

19   north.  And within that area, there's

20   multiple areas of both retained slopes and

21   created berms to help screen those areas both

22   to the north and to the west.

23   Along Medina Line Road, there's berming

24   and landscaping screening that's to be

25   installed as part of the Menards initial
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1   phase of development, and State Road 18

2   berming and landscaping buffering, a few

3   quarters there as well, and over time based

4   on the comments received from Zoning

5   Commission feedback to -- based on some of

6   the conversations with Trustees, when it

7   comes to the individual lot development in

8   addition to that global landscaping effort,

9   there's been an increase in the individual

10   open spaces for each and every lot within the

11   development.

12   Also it has been indicated we're

13   working with Nils Cunningham of Nils, Johnson

14   & Cunningham Associates regarding the

15   engineering aspects of this.  If there's any

16   specific questions for him, I'm sure he'd be

17   glad to answer them.  But we've come up with

18   an overall stormwater management plan for the

19   project.  One that does include both meeting

20   the Medina County requirements, but also

21   based on some of the feedback that we

22   received from Summit County that they have

23   some -- they've received some technical

24   guidance over the years, as far as how better

25   to enhance stormwater measures to heighten
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1   them, to bootstrap them up to better protect

2   the watershed, we've agreed to meet those as

3   well.

4   So there's also some unique internal

5   developing concepts that we tried to

6   incorporate and develop, whether it be a

7   roundabout at the main entrance to the

8   project or curb linear streets.  And in

9   addition to the fact all of that private

10   development, internal to the development is

11   to be privately funded, privately built,

12   privately maintained so it doesn't include an

13   enhanced burden on the Township or public

14   resources from that perspective.

15   And, finally, within the PDD, the

16   permitted uses that are allowed in the

17   additional sublots have either been

18   restrained or reduced or have additional

19   conditions placed upon them to better define

20   how they can or what they need to do in order

21   to be built within the confines of this

22   development.

23   So I think there's a number of bullet

24   points I wanted to touch on as far as what we

25   tried to do in listening to the feedback we
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1   received over these many months to meet

2   concerns, address concerns, all of which have

3   -- would probably not have been -- otherwise

4   would not have been able to address without

5   trying to proceed through the vehicle, which

6   is the PDD process.

7   With that, I would be happy to answer

8   any questions anybody has.  I would

9   respectfully request your preliminary

10   developed plan approval, and Nils and I would

11   be available for questions or any comments or

12   statements.

13   MR. PACE:  Any questions at this time?

14   MR. GINLEY:  No.

15   MR. PACE:  No questions.

16   At this time, we've already heard the

17   -- we had read into the record the Zoning

18   Commission's recommendation.  Now CT

19   Consultants is going to review the changes

20   that we have worked with -- the Trustees have

21   worked with CT Consultants after the

22   recommendation was received by us.

23   Kristin, would you please approach?

24   MR. HOPKINS:  Mark, could you pull up

25   drawing number two?
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1   MR. BAKER:  Before we move on, I think

2   you're going to be using your memorandum

3   dated August 25th of preliminary development?

4   MS. HOPKINS:  That's right.

5   MR. BAKER:  That document will be

6   marked as Exhibit C to the minutes.

7   MS. HOPKINS:  So before I talk about

8   what's on the screen, I wanted to highlight

9   what I'm going to cover over the next few

10   minutes.

11   So there are a few drawings that have

12   been changed that I wanted to -- and it's

13   going to reiterate what has already been

14   commented on by Trustee Pace and by

15   Mr. O'Neil, but this way, I want to be very

16   clear how the specific drawings have changed.

17   MR. BAKER:  Are these the drawings?

18   The drawings will be noted as Exhibit D in

19   the minutes.

20   MS. HOPKINS:  And there are 15 drawings

21   that are available or that were submitted as

22   part of this.  And then once we go through

23   the drawings, I also would like to highlight

24   what action -- what action on a preliminary

25   development plan means.  What does that
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1   entail?  And then -- so that there's clarity

2   in terms of how the Zoning Commission's

3   motion is being recommended to be revised.  I

4   will go through the motion and then highlight

5   the changes that are substantive.

6   So there are some charges that were

7   made, things were misspelled so we corrected

8   them, things like that.  I want to just

9   highlight where the verbiage is in the

10   proposed motion or the draft of the proposed

11   motion so it's clear what's being changed in

12   the motion.

13   So with that, I'll talk about the items

14   that have been changed on the map.  So the

15   first one is related to the issue of traffic

16   or -- of the roadway design and access in and

17   to the property.  It's already been pointed

18   out that ODOT has played a big role in

19   determining how the site is -- access from

20   Route 18 and so the revisions that have been

21   made since the January approval by the Zoning

22   Commission include ODOT's requirement that

23   the easterly drive, which is shown on this

24   drawing as Street A, that it be restricted to

25   a right-in only driveway, and also be
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1   relocated approximately 250 feet east of

2   where it had currently been designed.  And

3   its original position was to be right across

4   from the shopping center across the street

5   and ODOT's request was that that would

6   encourage left-turn motion and that was not

7   desirable or not -- I'm sorry, direct access

8   from the south side to the north side and

9   that was not desirable.  So that's one

10   change.

11   The other change that has been noted is

12   the fact that there is now a cross easement

13   agreement that yet to be submitted officially

14   to the Trustees, but has been secured between

15   Menards and Pinnacle, which when it takes

16   effect, then it will change Pinnacle's access

17   point too.  So that will -- there will no

18   longer be left turns permitted out of

19   Pinnacle.   And then the redesign also

20   results in the roundabout moving to the

21   signalized intersection, which is now the

22   westerly drive.

23   So the next item is related to the

24   amount of open space.  If you could, Mark, go

25   to drawing number 12.  So as part of the
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1   review of the plans after the Zoning

2   Commission's motion, the Trustees had

3   requested some -- an increased amount of open

4   space and then also an understanding of how

5   the open space is going to be distributed

6   throughout the project.  And so Menards

7   submitted a development concept plan, which

8   for the record is only illustrative, but by

9   doing this plan, it was an instrument to help

10   the Trustees understand the amount of

11   landscaping that's required above and beyond

12   the setbacks.  And so there is a fair amount

13   of landscaping that will be done on the

14   individual sites themselves that go beyond

15   the side yard and rear yard setback.

16   And then in tandem with this drawing

17   that was presented, then the increase in the

18   minimum open space for the various sublots

19   was then inserted into the motion.  So on

20   this site plan or on the concept plan in the

21   table that you can't read, there are the

22   limits on the percentage of open -- the

23   requirements for the minimum amount of open

24   space.  If you scroll down, sublot open space

25   requirements.  So on this drawing, then, it
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1   was reiterated in the draft motion.  This

2   identifies the amount of -- the minimum

3   amount of open space required for each

4   sublot.

5   And then the third item is related to

6   the height of the mounds, so, Mark, if you

7   could go to drawing number three.

8   This is the preliminary grading and

9   drainage plan and this plan -- it's also on

10   drawing number two, but we'll look at this

11   one -- this one, the drawings now show an

12   increased height of the mounds that are along

13   Route 18, which were originally shown to be

14   two to three feet in height and now Menards

15   has agreed to the mounds being three to four

16   feet in height and that they will be

17   constructed.  The grading will take place

18   along the perimeter of and along Medina Line

19   Road and Route 18 as part of phase one.  So

20   those mounds will be created at that time.

21   And so, Mark, if you could go to

22   drawing number seven.  So also, then, in

23   looking at the landscaping plan, there were

24   changes made to the amount of screening

25   that's being provided and what would be
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1   provided from a landscaping planting

2   standpoint as part of Menards' development of

3   phase one.  So this plan identifies that the

4   southern portion of sublot 11, which is in

5   the lower right-hand corner, that the width

6   of the buffer has been increased along 

7   Medina Line Road from what was 50 feet, 50

8   feet is required, and it's been increased to

9   80.  So you can see what's abutting along the

10   west -- or I'm sorry, the eastern boundary of

11   what is sublot 11 in the southeast corner,

12   you can see how that's increased and it's

13   increased by about 30 feet.

14   Then when you go further north, there

15   are what is labeled on this map zone D1 and

16   D1 are shown on here.  The evergreen trees

17   that would be planted as part of phase one

18   will be planted a staggered double row of

19   evergreen trees and they would be planted 30

20   feet on center.  And then at the northern

21   part, which is the eastern boundary of sublot

22   12, at the northern part of the PPD, the

23   trees here, the evergreen trees would be

24   single row evergreens and they would also be

25   planted at 30 feet on center.
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1   And, Mark, if you could go to the

2   prototype drawings, which identify and

3   illustrate how these would be planted, it

4   starts at eight and then goes 10 and 11.  All

5   the way at the bottom, if you scroll down,

6   there's an illustration of the height of the

7   mound, so you can see how the mound has

8   increased by approximately a foot from two to

9   three to three to four.  And then if we can

10   pull up drawing ten, that illustrates the

11   staggered planting along what's called zone

12   D2.  I'm sorry, D1.

13   So that is what Menards has agreed to

14   do as part of the construction of phase one.

15   So from the beginning of construction, the

16   residents that are on the east side of 

17   Medina Line Road will be protected from all

18   the construction through the planting -- the

19   construction of the berm and planting of the

20   evergreen trees.

21   And then if you could go to the next

22   one.  Number 11 shows the diagram for sublot

23   12, which a single row of evergreen trees was

24   felt to be sufficient because of the amount

25   of landscaping that's already in the right of
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1   way.  Thank you.

2   Then the fifth item that's to discuss

3   is the spacing of the shade trees.  So if you

4   could go to drawing number nine.  So this

5   prototype illustrates when the sublots are

6   developed.  So these are the sublots that are

7   in front along Route 18.  When those

8   individual buildings or lots are constructed,

9   this plant -- the east planting would go in

10   at that time and the changes to this are that

11   the shade trees that would be planted, the

12   original plan was that they would be about --

13   spaced about 100 feet on center and Menards

14   now is showing that these would be planted 35

15   feet on center.  So they are more than

16   doubling the amount of trees that would be

17   provided along the frontage along Route 18 to

18   enhance the aesthetics of the property.

19   So that's the list of material changes

20   to the drawing.  I would also add, which I

21   mentioned, that the change to the street

22   layout is reflected on all of the plan

23   drawings.

24   All right.  The next thing I would like

25   to talk about is what does it mean if the
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1   Trustees were to approve the preliminary

2   development plan?  So the preliminary

3   development plan, we're actually talking

4   about two preliminary development plans in

5   the sense that Menards has submitted the

6   development proposal for the

7   125-plus-or-minus-acre planned development

8   district.  So the general development plan,

9   which we've seen, illustrates how the lots

10   will be subdivided, how the sublots would be

11   created, how the roadways would be designed.

12   They submitted a preliminary plan with

13   drainage, a preliminary utility plan, cross

14   sections of streets and other improvements,

15   and then they provided the conceptual plans

16   for landscaping.

17   The plans in addition to the motion

18   that is up for your consideration and that's

19   been -- some elements have been approved by

20   the Zoning Commission are part of the record

21   and they essentially then govern the

22   development of this project going forward,

23   governing it from a conceptual planning

24   standpoint.

25   So as Trustee Pace mentioned, the next
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1   step is a final development plan -- well, let

2   me back up.

3   Menards has also submitted a

4   preliminary development plan for their

5   specific site, which we did not -- there are

6   no changes to that plan, that preliminary

7   development plan, for how the Menards site is

8   going to be developed, where the building is,

9   where the parking is, and all of that.  And

10   there are no changes to the building

11   elevations and there were no changes to the

12   store elevations or the warehouse elevations.

13   It was noted before, though, that the

14   sign plan that had been submitted by Menards,

15   which is listed as a drawing that was

16   submitted, that is not being acted upon.

17   That's not included because it's not a

18   complete sign package as was required by the

19   planned development district requirements.

20   So they will have to provide a comprehensive

21   sign plan for the entire Menards site, as

22   well as the signs for their own particular

23   site.

24   And then in terms of the how the final

25   development plan works for them, they will
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1   submit those retail drawings back to the

2   Trustee.  But as was pointed out, each of

3   those sublots, because the Trustees have not

4   seen building layouts or the conceptual

5   layouts of any of those, each sublot is going

6   to go through a preliminary development plan

7   review as well as a preliminary and then

8   final development plan.

9   And so the next thing I would like to

10   go through, then, is just read through the

11   changes to the motion, the proposed changes.

12   MR. PACE:  Or do we want to do that --

13   actually I have us doing that later.

14   MS. HOPKINS:  Okay.

15   MR. PACE:  Unless you want to do it

16   now?  You're welcome to do it.

17   MS. HOPKINS:  No, that's fine.

18   MR. PACE:  Okay.  Thank you.

19   Any comments to what the Trustees made

20   this morning?

21   Mr. Davis, the Zoning Inspector, do you

22   have any additional comments?

23   MR. DAVIS:  Yes, just briefly.

24   I concur with the recommendations made

25   by the Township Zoning Commission outlined in
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1   an approved motion dated January 14, 2020,

2   and the changes made by the Trustees since

3   that motion and additionally the

4   communication received from Chief Paulett,

5   the Granger Township Fire and Rescue, dated

6   November 5, 2020, and reconfirmed on August

7   27, 2020.

8   MR. PACE:  Thank you.

9   MR. BAKER:  The proposed changes that

10   have been mentioned by the Trustees, those

11   are on an individual basis.  Those are not --

12   they were never considered as a Board at this

13   point; right?

14   MR. PACE:  That is correct.  We each

15   worked individually with CT Consultants.

16   MR. BAKER:  I just wanted the minutes

17   to reflect that.

18   MR. PACE:  Kristin, I guess, we gave

19   you a very short break.  If we could have you

20   please come back to the podium and further

21   discuss the draft motion that you have put

22   together to incorporate the changes that

23   Fiscal Officer Baker pointed out the two

24   Trustees independently interacted through CT

25   to kind of come up with.
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1   MS. HOPKINS:  Okay.  So just to be

2   clear, I'll go through and highlight the

3   changes.  And as I mentioned before, there

4   are some things that were made that I think

5   are immaterial to the substance of what today

6   is.

7   So in looking at what you were actually

8   approving, the Market at Medina Line

9   Preliminary Development Plan, which includes

10   the Menards preliminary development plan.

11   And then it identifies the list of drawings.

12   And, for the record, all of the drawings were

13   resubmitted by Menards and they all have

14   today's date on them, August 27, 2020.  They

15   are also labeled one through 15 for easy

16   reference going forward.

17   And then in terms of looking at the

18   specific parts, so part A, the

19   determinations, so the minor change,

20   obviously, this is the motion by the Board of

21   Trustees.  And item one is referencing that

22   the revised access driveways and traffic

23   signal location on Route 18 is as shown on

24   the submitted drawings dated August 27th.

25   And that is applicable, part A, item one.
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1   MR. BAKER:  So they're the drawings

2   that we referenced in Exhibit D; right?

3   MS. HOPKINS:  Right.  Yes.

4   Part A, item three has been revised to

5   recognize that there is an agreement already

6   for the road extension, so that is

7   recommended to be revised as such.  Menards

8   will construct the road extension to the

9   western property line as part of phase one

10   development.  Use of the internal road

11   extension between Menards and the Pinnacle

12   Sports Complex west, as supported by ODOT,

13   shall be subject to an agreement between

14   Menards and Pinnacle that is submitted to and

15   accepted by the Township prior to or

16   simultaneously with the final development

17   plan review.

18   Item four, the sublots as illustrated

19   may be further subdivided, and this is what's

20   been added with the approval of the Township,

21   and when they meet the requirements of the

22   two acres and the minimal 175 feet and this

23   is also in addition, the minimum building and

24   parking setbacks applicable to the sublots on

25   the approved development plan.  So that would
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1   be part of the review.

2   Then an additional sentence was added

3   to the end of item four that reads:  When

4   considering such further subdivision, the

5   Township shall consider the overall impact of

6   the proposed subdivision on the quality of

7   the planned development and whether the

8   subdivision is consistent with the purposes

9   and intent of the planned development.

10   Item A or part A, item seven is a

11   clarification that a design of the building,

12   Menards building elevations and screening

13   walls for sublot number one, as revised, is

14   acceptable, recognizing that the building

15   signs and freestanding signs and the final

16   landscaping plans are subject to final

17   development plan approval.

18   Moving down to part B, item one,

19   there's a correction on the amount of open

20   space.  So the record reflects that there is

21   48 percent of the site is proposed as open

22   space, compared to the 30 percent required,

23   and that was a mistake in the Zoning

24   Commission's motion.

25   Then under part B item 1B, the change
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1   is related to the increase in the open space,

2   so B would read:  The minimum open space for

3   sublot number two and number three will be 25

4   percent.

5   And then, likewise, item number C is

6   revised.  The minimum open space for all

7   other sublots number 4 through 13 or portions

8   thereof shall be 30 percent.

9   Because of those changes to item 1 B

10   and C, item D has been struck, so that is no

11   longer a part of the recommendations.

12   Part B, item 2 has been revised to

13   reflect the mounding so it reads:  Menards,

14   as part of phase one, will create the mound

15   along Route 18 and the mound's grading and

16   landscaping along Medina Line Road consistent

17   withdrawing number three, preliminary grading

18   and drainage plan.  Drawing number seven,

19   landscape concept plan, and drawings 8, 10

20   and 11, prototypes for zone D, D1, and D2.

21   Item number 4 under part B has been

22   revised to read:  The applicant receiving

23   final development approval is also

24   responsible for installing the perimeter

25   landscaping as approved as part of the final
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1   development plan which shall be consistent

2   with the perimeters in drawing number seven,

3   landscape concept plan, and drawings 9, 10,

4   and 11 prototypes for zone D, D1, and D2 for

5   Route 18 and Medina Line Road.

6   And then there's a new item five that

7   has been added that reads:  Along the

8   northern boundary of sublot 13, the

9   landscaping for a final development plan

10   shall include an effective screen to a

11   minimum height of eight feet at the time of

12   planting, which may include a combination of

13   mounding, landscaping, and fencing as

14   approved by the Township.

15   Moving on to part C, I would make a

16   note that it's been slightly reorganized, so

17   items C1 A, B, and C had been at the end of

18   part C.  The changes to part C1 A, the

19   building design criteria, it reads:  The

20   building design criteria for all sublots and

21   portions thereof, buildings are not required

22   to be consistent with Menards, however, all

23   four walls of all principal and the accessory

24   buildings and structures, so that would be

25   clarification, shall have the same or similar
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1   finished material such as brick, wood siding,

2   glass, and concrete with long walls broken

3   up, et cetera.  The rest of that has not

4   changed.

5   Item C1 C has been added, which reads:

6   Outdoor display areas when proposed shall

7   comply with the standards and criteria herein

8   and shall be included on the final

9   development plan.  No other displays may be

10   subsequently added to the site without the

11   expressed approval of the Township.

12   And then under part C item 2C, there

13   was a reorganization of the text so what had

14   been building will have finished materials on

15   all sides, where it was located would have

16   applied only to light industrial.  That has

17   -- that requirement has been added as a new

18   subitem F so that it applies across the Board

19   to the entire development.  And it reads:

20   All buildings for industrial, retail offices,

21   and all other permitted uses shall have

22   finished materials and design compatibility

23   on all four sides.

24   And then one last thing under part C

25   item 2E:  No waste collection or truck pickup
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1   or delivery shall occur between the hours of

2   9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.  So that is a

3   clarification.

4   Under part D, final development plans,

5   this whole part D is added, so it's new.

6   Item part D item 1 reads:  Every sublot,

7   including Menards sublot one, is subject to

8   final development plan approval, which

9   complies with the regulations of the planned

10   development district, chapter 7, is

11   consistent with the purposes of intent for

12   plan developments, section 307A, which is

13   evaluated in the context of what's permitted

14   under the regulations and satisfied for the

15   submission requirements for final development

16   plans in section 307FC, which includes, but

17   is not limited to, detailed and final off

18   street parking and loading, outdoor displays

19   and trash areas, building architectural

20   designs, final site grading, and detailed

21   landscaping plan, which includes the type and

22   number of each species, location and spacing,

23   and the size of plant at the time of

24   planting, and building and site signs

25   consistent with a comprehensive sign plan
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1   approved for the entire planned development.

2   Part E item 2 reads:  With the

3   submission of a final development plan, the

4   applicant shall provide documentation with

5   sufficient evidence that the proposed parking

6   is adequate for the proposed use or uses.

7   Given that a variety of uses are permitted,

8   the Township may require more parking spaces

9   than are required in section 307 DG4.

10   And then a new item part D item 3:  In

11   meeting the minimum open space and

12   landscaping requirements, the Township

13   emphasizes the importance of landscaping

14   around the foundation of proposed buildings,

15   but is open to considering alternatives that

16   are determined by the Township to be equal to

17   or better than the foundation emphasis.

18   And then lastly under part E, general

19   conditions of this planned development

20   approval, item 1A, the minor change reads:

21   Covenants and restrictions for the

22   maintenance of common areas, such as streets

23   and open space, which shall be approved by

24   the Township.  Under subitem D, a detailed

25   and clear understanding of the phase one
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1   construction.  And then under subitem C, a

2   comprehensive sign plan for the entire -- the

3   Market at Medina Line planned development,

4   which signs have been submitted and they're

5   in drawing 14, but they have not been fully

6   reviewed and so they're not part of this

7   particular proposal to be considered.  But

8   the comprehensive sign plan must include the

9   proposed onsite signs for Menards sublot one,

10   and freestanding signs at the entrances to

11   the development and establish the general

12   sign parameters, building, and other

13   permitted signs for the sublots.  No building

14   or freestanding signs are being considered or

15   included as part of the planned development

16   approval.

17   And then part E, sublot item 2:  Prior

18   to commencing construction on phase one, the

19   applicant shall provide documentation to the

20   Township that the staff and department

21   comments in the Medina County Planning

22   Services report dated December 4, 2019, have

23   been satisfied.

24   So that's the material changes to the

25   motion.
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1   MR. PACE:  Thank you, Kristin.  If we

2   can have you remain at the podium.

3   Do you have any comments at this time?

4   MR. GINLEY:  At this time, I do not.

5   MR. PACE:  So I think at this point

6   we've had a reading of the motion that has

7   come from the Zoning Commission for a

8   recommendation for approval, and we have had

9   a detailed explanation of all of the changes

10   that individually the Trustees have worked

11   with CT and have been agreed upon with the

12   applicant and therefore incorporated in.

13   At this point, if there's no other

14   information to come before the Board from the

15   applicant or from CT or the zoning inspector,

16   then I believe we'll begin our deliberations.

17   Kristin, if you would, just simply

18   stand by the podium in case there's a

19   question for you.

20   This has been a very detailed process

21   reviewed by a number of different curriculums

22   at a number of different times through a

23   number of different requirements.  I thought

24   that the Zoning Commission, our Zoning

25   Commission, did a fantastic job of listening
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1   to resident comments, whether they be

2   positive or negative, and incorporating those

3   comments to make this a better PDP plan.  So

4   I appreciate the comments that have been made

5   and the work that CT has done in helping the

6   Zoning Commission to form what was a very

7   good motion to come to us, very

8   comprehensive.  Our job, Trustee Ginley and

9   I, was simply to look at that, to review the

10   regulations, and to see what other room we

11   believed there could be changes made that we

12   felt made a stronger PDP, and that's how we

13   came to the additional recommendations that

14   CT just reviewed with us.

15   For my part, I really don't have any

16   other comments that I feel I need to make at

17   this time.

18   Trustee Ginley?

19   MR. GINLEY:  I do have a couple

20   comments.  I would like to reiterate we had a

21   lot of concerns with the sheriff's office and

22   the fire department so we did look into it.

23   The sheriff's office told Granger Township

24   they could and will be able to handle this

25   project.  The fire department responded in
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1   like.  Both our departments, just for future

2   information, we have mutual agreements with

3   other local and county departments if needed,

4   at this project or any other place in Granger

5   Township.  And we have the same response back

6   from other towns, we would do the same for

7   them.

8   I feel with that new road system and

9   the light and the time that Pinnacle is

10   really going to help benefit Granger

11   Township.  I've been on the fire department

12   for 31 years and we've had a lot of accidents

13   on Route 18, some fatal, and speed plays a

14   factor.  I think with these right-ins, the

15   turn signal left out, it's going to immensely

16   help a lot.  I really applaud them for

17   getting this through.

18   My last -- all the other questions were

19   answered or brought up with Trustee Pace, but

20   I would just like to remind people that I

21   remember back in the past, longtime residents

22   said -- this was 30 years ago -- that they

23   were always questioning the change, why do we

24   have to have so many residential housing

25   developments coming?  Well, it was steady,
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1   but things do change.

2   We have noticed now that commercial is

3   the same way on Route 18 and 94.  It is a

4   change.  It grows over time in Granger

5   Township.  I feel the pace of these are going

6   well.  We're not jumping into -- we're doing

7   a lot of research to get a good project and I

8   think it's going to benefit Granger Township.

9   That's all I have.

10   MR. BAKER:  I have one thing.  If we

11   could go back to when Mr. Davis discussed the

12   fire chief's correspondence.  If you'll note

13   that that's Exhibit E to the minutes.

14   MR. PACE:  Okay.  Then are you ready to

15   vote?

16   MR. GINLEY:  I believe all my questions

17   have been answered.  I'm ready to vote on

18   this.

19   MR. PACE:  Then I would ask if there's

20   a motion to approve, the motion to approve by

21   the Zoning Commission on January 14, 2020, as

22   revised by the Board of Trustees and

23   contained in CT Consultants' memorandum to

24   the Trustees dated August the 25th.

25   MR. BAKER:  I would just add that the
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1   actual motion is on pages 9 through 13.

2   MR. PACE:  Is there a motion?

3   MR. GINLEY:  I will make that motion.

4   MR. PACE:  I will second that motion.

5   Therefore, the motion caries.

6   If there's no other business to come

7   before this Board, I would ask for a motion

8   to adjourn.

9   MR. GINLEY:  So moved.

10   MR. PACE:  Second.  Motion carries.

11   The meeting is adjourned.

12   - - -

13   (Meeting concluded.)

14   - - -

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1   C E R T I F I C A T E

2   

3   

4   I, Christine A. Schirripa, a court

5   reporter, do hereby certify that I stenographically

6   took down the foregoing hearing in its entirety,

7   which was subsequently transcribed into typewriting

8   by means of computer-aided transcription under my

9   direction; and that the foregoing Transcript of

10   proceedings is a true and correct transcript of my

11   stenotype notes.

12   I do further certify that I am not a relative,

13   employee of or attorney for any party or counsel, or

14   otherwise financially interested in this action or

15   proceeding; further, I am not, nor is the court

16   reporting firm with which I am affiliated, under

17   contract as defined in Civil Rule 28(D).

18   Signed this 18th day of September, 2020.

19   
 

20   ------------------------------------
 Christine A. Schirripa, Notary Public

21   My Commission Expires 11-26-21
 

22   

23

24

25
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